ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal cavities are a very suitable medium for control and confinement of light on scales on the order of a cubic wavelength of light in the material. The small modal volumes and high quality factors for these cavities make them strong candidates for efficient single photon generation for quantum information processing,
1, 2 low threshold lasing, 3 and nonlinear optics phenomena. 4 
Our main motivation is the search for emitters that can be coupled to photonic crystal (PC) cavities in order to satisfy the constraints on indistinguishability and efficiency of the photon source for quantum information processing. Additional motivation is the characterization of the electromagnetic properties of passive elements to be used in photonic circuits. To date, successful generation of single photons coupled to PC microcavities has been demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures because the emitters of choice degrade with an increase in temperature. The emission wavelengths of the emitters have to be compatible with typical semiconductor materials used for microcavities.
2
Room temperature generation of single photons has been observed from single molecules, 5 nitrogen vacancy centers, 6 and CdSe quantum dots, 7 but collection efficiencies were reduced due to lack of coupling to good cavities. 
SIMULATIONS
The photonic crystal consists of a hexagonal lattice of air holes in a 160 nm slab of AlGaAs, which has a refractive index of 3.4 Fig. 1 .
As can be seen in Fig. 1, as Fig.  2 . Generally, larger structures should be used to obain high quality factors in low contrast systems. Since the light-line slope is reduced, there will be more overlap with the k components of caities with small spacial distributions, and the quality factor will drop exponentially with this overlap. 8 Furthermore, we can see from the band structure that there are modes which lie between the light line corresponding to the air interface and the PMMA and AlOx interfaces. These are modes which are guided in the cladding, and will result in an in-plane loss of energy, which will also reduce the overall quality factor.
The cavity used is shown in Fig. 3 . The coupling between a cavity and emitter depends on both the spatial alignment and the orientation of the emitter dipole moment relative to the cavity field. The chosen cavities support two dipole type (electric field primarily polarized in x and y) cavity modes with maxima in the central hole in (Fig. 4) . The asymmetric cavity was modeled using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods. ones. The quality factor (Q) is the figure of merit for these cavities, and can be written as Fig. 5 ). The coating derive an average value of the suppression F P C from the experimental data. The total intensity collected by the spectrometer I φ is given by the emission rate 2, integrated over the spatial and spectral density of the emitters.
EXPERIMENT
The dots were kept under vacuum, and excited with femtosecond pulses from a Ti:Saph laser at 760 nm. The polarization of the pump was controlled to address particular cavity modes. Cavity spectra, collected under pulsed excitation, are shown in Fig. 6. The spectra reveal two orthogonally polarized modes as expected for this type of photonic crystal cavity. The linearly increasing background observed on the spectra can be explained by considering the emission profile of the dots and the reflectivity of the PMMA/AlGaAs/AlOx structure, which leads to an almost linear emission profile of dots on the AlGaAs slab.
EMISSION SUPPRESSION
Here φ is the value of the polarizer angle, η C is the collection efficiency due to the cavity radiation profile, η 0 is the collection efficiency from an emitter embedded in the PMMA layer and uncoupled to the cavity, ρ(λ, r, µ 
Using the value of F C and the x-dipole field, the average value of F P C over the lattice around the cavity can thus be estimated from the spectra. Assuming random dipole orientation, the integral over µ gives 
